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The importance of source credibility 1.-s at least twenty-
.

three centuries old. The Aristotellaq dictum that a source's

"character may almost be called the most effeCtive means

of persuasion he possesses," (Aristotle, 1941, 1356a, lines

--12-14) has been expanded recently in experimental studies

whigh have attethpted to determine more precise informa!tion

about source credibility. A prevalent view in such studies is

that source credibiliiy is a perceptual variable in which the
4

source serves as a stimulus and the receivsers serve as respondents.

In line with this view, the multidimensionality of tfle construct

has beep examined. The number,of dimensions and the names of

those dimensions vaiies among studies (cf. Berlo, Lemert, &.Mertz,

1969; McCroskey, 1966; And McCroskey & Wheeless, 19/6). One

of the most receni studiss sUggests that credibility consists

of four dimensions: competence, trustworthiness,'dynamiset, and

coorieritation (Tuppens, 1974). Competence refers to a receiver's

percption of the source's expertise, knowledge, and background

information; trustworthiness is a dimerision that focuses on honesty,

sincerity, and consistency; dynamism involves the source's energy

and ethusiasm; and coorientation is the extent to which the source
,

and the receiver can establish and maintain.a similarity o'f ideas

. beliefs and experiences (Nelsori & Pearson, 1981).

_The lack of stability amonz the factor analytic studies

that have been performed may be a result of a number of causes.

First, researchers have generaEed items based on previous literature
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which has suggested a particular theoretical.orientation and

has limited the number and kinds, of factors that could be generated.

For instance, McCroskey (1966) selected adjectives for his -

study from a review of the literature in which eNpertise

and trustwo*thiness- had beep identified as the two primary

components of credibj.lity. Not surpiisingly, McCroskey found

two factors: authoritativeness and character. A second

cause lor differences among the factors that have been generated

, lies in the lack of freedom that subjects have to select

'criteria by which sources will be judged., In other words,

subjects are constrained to use.the de'scriptors telected
4

by researchers. Finally, subjects are not asked to respond

to an iridividual source, but rather a compleic set.of variables

that inclUtles a source at a particular point' in time, with

a 'particular topic,I.h specific message, in a unique communication

situation. 'The variability in subjects' responses may be

a result of any of, these factors. Attributions of source

credibility may, in fact, be in error as subjects are responding

to other variables in the communication proces

Equivocal findings conzerning female/male iffere ces

appear to occur'in the aource credibiikity literature. In

general, persons with high status, inc1udirigtfp0 and anglo-
..

Americans, have been shown'to be more effective as persuaaers

'

K.
Si
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And as writers and hmve been favored For high'status-pOsitions-
,

j while persons with low status, including women, Mexican Americans,

and blacks, have been viewed less favorably (cf_ Ramirez,
#

1977; Noel & Allen, 1976; Wheeler, Wilson,,& Tarantala, d976;

& De La Z.erda & Hopper, 1979). Such conelusii.ons Have 1Yeen

°drawn even when messages are identiCal which have led researchers

/-
to specul.ate that women, among other groups, /aave lower credibility

than have men. A freqbently cited'study demong-trated that

0
audiences responded more favorably to messages attYibuLd

to a male cominunicator than "to a female Communicator (Goldl)e4,
4

1968). Male sources of messages also received higher competence'

ratings than did.female sources rh an investigation af persuasive

discoutse (Miller & McReynolds, 1973) . However,,in another

stud?, females received higher scores on three diMentions*

of credibility that were examined7-trustworthiness, dyn;mmi,sm,

and competence (Vigliano, 1974). In'addition, while male

newscasters were s,hown to.be more effectisve than female new'scasters

in prodUcing ret tion of newscast materials, there 'wete

no significant differences between male and female.news,caers

on believability (Tan, Raudy, Huff, & Miles, 1980).
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One possible explanation;for the differqnges in he attribution
1

of.credibility to femvic and male source's may lie'in the difference,

between extrinsic and intrinsic credibility. Extrinsic. credibility

refers,to, that view of the,source ihat a receiver holds prior

to'disco'urse;'inrinsic credibility arises out of the communication
,

event. The characteristics of an individual thcluding his or

her personality, sex, or, pr,ior reputation may affect a:receiver's,

view of his'or her credibility before the communication event.

(For example,'in,the examination of persuasive disdourse which

was cited above,'the topic of the message was expanding the A.
A

B. M. missile system and the source was identified ,alternatively

as a man or a woman. wtth a Ph. D. in nuclear phmics

& McReynolds, 1973), Respondents in this study may have been
4 "N....N.,

reacting to the, sek of the source,of the mesSage (extrinsic credibility

or /to the combination ,of-the sex of thet-source and the hypothetical

academic degree and topic of the message. 'In oOler.words, receivers

may view men as more competent when they are presenting messages
7

which are consistent with a stereotypical role, but may view .

women'as more coMpeterit when they are speaking on traditionally
N

female topics. Folt' instance, if the message concerned childcare

or a nurturing role, a female may have 'been viewed as more

cbmpetent.
4111



' The literature on the differential graCtifig of frale/

and male student speeches ftirther compounds the probiem

'An examination of the evaluation of the messages of women

,and men Consistently demonsrates that females receilfer'higher

scores on classroom speeches,(cf. Pearson, 19/30; Pearson

A
& Nelson, 1981; 8arker, 1966) In addition, female students

receive proportionately-more positive comments than negative A

comments than*do male students (cf. Pearson, 1975; Sprague,

1971). However, other studies demonstrate no difference

in the public speaking of female and male speakers: one

study showed that sex did not correlate significantly with

public speaking ability ratings but that women did receive

higher grades in the basic speech communicatibn classroom

(Hayes, i977), and another study yieldedjko differencp in

the persuasiveness of female and male speakers (Sloman, 1974).

It has been suggested that% women may be uniquely suited for

the public speaking setting or that'women iy be especially

responsive to the classroom setting. Stereotyp'ical character-

istics such as sensitivity to the needs of others, understanding,

compaSsion, and warmth which are associated kaith women may

assist them in the public speaking setting whilefeminine

personality traits incliiding compliance, yielding, and re-

sponsiveness may assist women in achieving higher grades in

the classroQm.

The literature on differential grading of female and

male sources in the Classroom does not offer conclusive evidence,
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but it clearly suggests that.-Intervening vari'ables,

can, 'alter the perception of men and women engaged in couununicat_ion

behaviors in different 9etx.eings. One of the purposes of

the current studm was to examine the credibility of men and
. 1

)

women, without4regard to context. Based/on previous literature

and inferring that the superiority)of wothen in particu lar

contexts of communication was a result of the context rather

than the gender of the source, we hypothesized that

H
l'

Men will be perceived to have more credibility

) than women.

Similarly', we felt that men would perceive that their credibility
.--`2....

would be lower if they were of the opposite sex while women

would perceive that their credibility would be-higher if

they were of the opposiCe sex. In other words, holding other

kcbartacteristics constant, men ,and women would respon0 that

their credibility tould be altered by the single change of
' .

gender. We therefore hypothesized that .

H
2'

Men and women will respond differently to the question

of having more credibility if they were of the

opposite sex.

Both female and male interviewers were involved in conducting

this study. Earlier studies suggest that the gender of the

interviewer or the experimenter may affect the results (cf..

Bock & Bock, 1977i Brooks, 1914) while other studies conclude
C\

that the gender of the interviewer is not a significant factor
L

4
r-
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(cf. ChelUne, 1976; Hoffman-Graff, 1977; Vondracek & Vondracek,

1971; Hoffman & Spencer, 1977). As a result of these conflicting

findings, we examined the sex of the interviewer and included

the research question,

Does the sex of the interviewer affect the selectionRi.

of men or wamen as more credible?

In addition to intervening variables, another expldnation
// , I

for the differencesdn the findings of prIevious reseaich

r'that has considered the credibility pf female 'and male sour,ces
2

may lie in the different dimensions which have been examined.

For instance, some of the studies have examined competence,
Not.

others have used three dimensions of credibility as predictOrs,

while others have simply measured global favorability, toward
0

the message. The persuasibility of a message or the favorability

Of a message for a receiver may be an inappFoprite dependentT

measure in studies which ekamine sOurce credibility. Overall t

source,credibility is appropriate and studies which further

analyze credibility into its various dimensions provide more,

usefularesults:
_

An additional purpose of this study was 6) eXamine the

extrinsic credibility of fimmle and male soures-by comparing

subjects' responset to women and men oh the four dimensil)ns)

of credibility hat have been identified. Research in areas

outs,ide the source credibility area allow hypotheses calcerning

the differences that might be found on the dimnsions of

5
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competence, trustworthiness, dynamism, and coorientation. .

.L?

We will review the xelevant iiterature in each of these areas

before offering specific lvpotheses.
. .

.
. Competence. Men &near to be.perceived as more competent

than.women as we examine thd literature in psychology, sociolOgy,
.

. and ommunication. Bem found that characteristics like analytical,

-;lea ership abilities, makes decisions easily, self-sufficient,

and,acts as- a leader were identified with a masculine sex role

'in her development of the Bem Sex Role Inventory (Bem, 1974).

Others hive concluded as well, that men 'are cOnsidered to be

objeCtive, active, competitive, logical, worldly,-and self-confident

which suggests a picture of competency (Gillen & Sherman, 1980).

Socialization processes sedfm to encourage individuals Co perceive

men as more competent than women. For exampleo one-study demon-

Strated that in childhood there is greater pressure toward_ self.-
N

reliance and striving for achievement for boys than for girls

(Barry, Bacon, & Child, 1957). In a second study, two researchers

demonstrted that, even at the presp.hool age,-boys perceive that_

(

they belong to'a differdnt sex categorythan do their mothers

and/ate highly motivated not-tb become feminine, but rather to

acquire masculine,characteristics. Their results showed that"

pre-school age girls du not ha'Ve the -samLi strong motivation Lo

7*

acquire feminine sex role characteristics (Lynn & DePalma-Cross,

1974). Finally, another author concludes that despite all of.

the advances,for women, their self-imageS are cfialltm,ged in a

I
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number br ways. She'suggests that womei may feel incompetent

for a variety df reasons: parental disappointment over having'

a gfrl rat1141,r then a boy, societIl.pressure which mdtigates against

a woman"s perception of an ideal\body type, the threat that woffien-

provide to men in many arenas, and the,competitive natur,e of

our aLture '(Deutsch, 1970).

Communication research tends to support the/notion that
1 .

men are perceived to be more competent than women, but the 'results

provide,some Conflicting evidence. Igalesources of messages

received higher competence ratings than did female soudes in
%

,

an investigation of persuasive discourse (14;11er & McReynolds,

11)73). Another researcher found that male sources were judged

slightly superior, on competence, but.not..significantly so (Widgery,,..

1974). Finally, one study, demonstrated that female sources obtained

significantly higher scoAs on-competenCe than did male sources

(Vigliano, 1974). Arthough there is some 'confusion with regard

to sex differences with this dimension of*credibility, it is

hypothesized that

Men wilL be perceived to be more-Compertent than ,
H3.

will women.
,

.

Trustworthines3. In a summyar of psychological sex
,
differences,-,

.. . - .

Shermdn concludes that "older girls and women a.c.e more dependent,
A

conforming, and less willing to tlike risks" (Sherman, 1971, p.
,

4.

14). Similarly, the Bem Sex Roie Inventory includes items like

loyal, gullible, childlike, and gentle for women which suggests
0 .

.4
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a.kind'of trustworthiness (Bem, 104).-,gennett and Cohen (1959)
j

contrast the personality patterns of men and momen and note that

men think that personal success.-is better, proof'of theii ability

to survive unpleasant social conditions while feminie thinking
I

finds mdre value in freeddM froM restraint in'd friendly'and pleasant
4 / ,-,

environment, S..25...i,.a1ization may explain why women appear to be

'niore trustvorthy than men: 41 childhood women have more pressure

,
toward nurturance, obedience, and responsq.bil,ity while, stresses

,..

4 .

. ..

for self-reliance and strivilig for achievement exist for litle
...

boys (cf. Barry,. Bacon EcChild, 1957).

Research in the speech communication classroom has prw;ided

results that,are consistent with'piychological sex aiffer&ices
or.

and socialization processes. In two studies, female sources *ere

shown to.reCeive higher scores on trustworthiness, or safety,

, than were mle sOutCes (Vigliano-, 1974; Widgery, 1974). One
,

resegrdher has c.iggested that while men are judged in Weir
\

speayng in the:classrdtm on tuch chanacteristice as vAbal.coppre-
,

hension and general reasoning, woMen may be judged Highly because

oE different skills and'abllities. (Ball, 1938). One potential!
v-

-' explanation MaY lie in the charactenistic of trustwor,thiness.

It is therefore hypothesized Lha,,t

114' Women,will be perceived to be more trustworthy
?

than will. men.

Dynamism. When'Bem was'creating her sex role/instpment,

she found that characteristics like athletic, assertive, forceful,
to
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,

and aggressiVe'4ere used by individuals to describe menABem,

1974). In,another study, children identifiedaleeharaCters

by.,suCh descriptors as aggres-sive; strong:adventurous, donlinalit,

coarse, and ambitious (Cicone,'1978). In a study on teacher's

perceptions of the aceeptability of stereotypically masculine

and feminine traits, beth male and fema4 le teachers demonstrated
,

a preference for stereotypically feminine traits iucluding gentle-
.

ness, obedience, Fhigtness, being quiet, pleasant, and cooperative

(Shrre4er & Coutts71979). .

Women are less ihysically active and more sedeutary from

birth onward (Sherman, 1971). Men are more active in interpersonal

cothmUnication exehanges, They talk more frequently; they tEllk--7k
-

for longer periods,of time when they have the floor, and they

interrupt others more than do 'women (cf. Kester, 1972; 2iMmerman
%

West, .0,75).,Nen order, command, interrogate and declare
Aos

while women comply, adquiesce, reply and agree (ctoOakins

& Eakins; 1978). 'While wale sources are determined to be

rated higher on dynamism than are female soprces (Widgery,

1974), females tend to 4iew themselves as more animated ihkat
P

:

s in their coMmunication style (ralley & Richmond,'
.

1980). We may therefore hypothesize that

115. Men.will be perceived to be more dynamic than are L.

'

women': I ,

,

Coorientation. WomJn are characterized as sympatheti<

sensitive to che needs of others, unde!rstanding, compassLonnte,
,.4

OS
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eager to soothe hurt feelings, and warm (Bem, 1974). rn general,'

feminine traits have been found to reflect warmth and expressive:-

'ness (Gillen, 1980). ,Females tend to be more loving towaid Other
4

females while males tend to .be 'least loving toward other males
,

(Small, Gross, Erdwins & Gessnec, 1979). rn interpersonal-communii

cation, men tend tq pro-act while women tend to react (Strodtbeck

,& Mann, 1956). Women perceive themselves as more attentive

in interpersonal communication (Talley & Richmond, 19.ao).

Co-orientation may be another factor on which female sources

are judge4 highly, but -which has not been specifically identi-
,

fied (Ball, 1958). It is therefore hypothesized that

H6. Wamen wi1 l! be perceived to be higher in coorientation

than will men.

Another variable which may be confounding the differences4

in attribution of.source credibility to women and men may

be the svc of the receiver. Rtturning to the literature

on c1assroOm criticism, the sex of the evaluator appears

to have some predi'ctive value in the determination of grades.

A nuffiber of studies suggest that females are more lenient

as evaluators (cf. Pfister, 1955; Sikkink, ,1956; Bock; Powell,

Kitchens, & Flavin, 1976).while other.research could demonstrate

no.difference in the evaluation.offered by female and male

evaluatbrs (cf. Bi7an & Wilke, 194; Ruechelle, 1958; Bostrom

& Kemp., 1968; Sloman, 1974; Pearson, 1980a). Studies in

the ,classroomwhiCh have focused on specific critiquing.behavior

have demonstrated,that females are more generous than males

40



in rating_the ethos of a_speaker (Figiman, 1949), that females

tend to score speakers, regardless of sex, higher than males

on trustworthiness and dynamism, bUt not on competence (Vigliano,

1974) ; and that females Write more delivery, positive'and

personal commeRts than do males in thei,r written speqch criticism

(Sprague, 1971). Finally, Lynn (1974) found that 1) females

tend to perceive highly credible sources unassociated With-

any message more favotably than do makes, while males tend

to perceive pbsitive communication frOm highly credible sources

more favorably th'an do females; 2) _females tend to perceive

source-less subjective messages more fayórably'than do males,

while males tend to perceive .source-lesS objective messages

more favorably than do females;,and 3) males percei1e subjective

messages more favorably when the sourCe is ,specifically identified

than when the source is unknowiwhile females perceive subjective

messages more favorably when the 'source is not identified.

The interaction between the gender of the,e1:7aluator,

or receiver, and the gender of.the sipeaker, or source, has

also been examined in classroom criticism. It appears that.

women, tend to grade men higher than they grade women (Pfister,

1955) and that men tend to grade womeh higher than they grade

men (Pfister, 1955) in, some research, but other studies have

not.replicated these findings (cf. Pearson, 1980b).

Research on similarity between sources and receivers

A.s useful in examining source credibility. Individuals tend

4
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sitive affect for those whom they jidge

to be similar to Ithemselves than for those whom they perceive

to be dissimilar Prom theMselyes (cft Heider, 1958) and positive

affect leads to pArceptions'of.perceived sicmilanity (cf.'

re

Byrne & Wong1962).. Simi14ity results in interpe,rsonal

attraction (cf: Newcomb, 1961; Byrne & Nelson, 1965; Byrne

& Clore, 1966). Receiver-source similarity has been shown,

to
-

pioduce attitudg'elange (cf. Berschdid, 1966; Brticki. 1965;,

dellisOn, 1968). Further, perceived similarity is

related to attraction and some of thedimensions of credibiiity

(Rogers & Bhowmik, 1971;" Rogers, 1973; Alpert & Anderson,

1973). Consistent with these findings.perceived source competence

was shown to be consistently the best predictor of seleqtive

exposure behavior with honlophily and attitudinal initiolvement

adding to the predictive model (Wheeless, 1974). Finally,

persons have been shownto be more easily persuaded by peers than

by non-peers (Cantor,-Alfonso, & Zillrnan, 1976) and preschool male

children demonstrate ,a,pteference, for their fathers over their

mpthers in play,activities (Lynn & DePalma-Cross, 1974).

In light Pf the coriflicting findirtzs between the classroom
0

setting and the research on similarity, we offer the followirm

four research qtlestions.

R2: Do individuals perceiye that they will have higher. .5

.credibiiity with persons of th'e saMe sex of with

persons of the opposite sex?,
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Does the sex of the subjeaffect the selecionR3.
A

of the same sex or the opposite sex with whom she

or'he would have more credibilkty?.

Do individualeperceive that others will have moreR4.

credibility with them if they are.of the same sex

than if they are of the vposite sex?

R
5

: Does the sex of the subject affect e selection

of a-person-of the same sex or the opposite sek

who will have more credibility:with.them?

METHOD

Data Collection'

The subjects in this study were randomly selected from the

local telephone directory of residents of a middle--Sized midwestern

university town. The final subject pool consisted of 305

individuals; 145 men and 160 women; 209 students and 96 non-

sdents; 205 tndividuals wete 25 years of age or younger and

140 individuals were over 25 years of age. Each-subject was

contacted by telephone by a.trained interviewer. Twelve cf the
-

interviewers were male and eight of the interyiewers were female;

each interviewer completed about 15 interviews. The interviewers

were trained and supervised by the investigator to insure thilt t

they conducted the tnterviews consistently. Interviewers were

instructed to reld questions verbatim and were dvised on tesponses

to particular questions: The tefephone intervieWs were conducted
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between Februa67 2 and February 5, 1981, in the late afternoon

and early evening hours.

Questionnaire

The questionnaire that provided the basis for the t lephone

st,

t

interviews was based A the research questions and hypotheses
.7

.

, .

that were developed in this study. Interviewers recorded heir
,

\

own sex, the sex of the interviewee, Whether the interviewee
,

was a student-or a nonstudent, and placid the,interviewee in

an age category. Interviewees then answered twelve questkoris.

.

Four questions had dichotomous responses: 1) In 4our view

which have more credLlity with others: a) Men,or b) Women?

2). If you were the opposItex, would you be viewed as

having a) More credibility or b) Less credibility? 3). Do

you feel you have more<redibifty with the a) Opposite sex (/

or b) Same sex? 4) Do others have more credlbility with,

yo4 if they are of the a) Opposite sex or b) Same sex?

Eight c5f the questions were measUred by the use of five
,

point likert-type scales which ranged from very high, high,

moderate, low, and very low. These eight questions included

1) Row would you rate the.overall competence of women? 2)

How' would you rate the overall competence of pen? 3) How

would you rate the overall'trustworthiness of men? 4) How'

would you rate the overall trustworthiness of women? 5)

How would yot rate the overall dynamism of women? 6) How

would.you rate the overall dynamism of men? ,7) How would
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you rate the overall coorientation of women? and 8) How,

would you rate the overall coorientation of lmn? These ten

questions were organized in ten different random ways to

help contiolfor order effects.

Data Analyses

Hypothesis 2 and, research quesiions 1, 3,.and 5 were

examined uiing regressidn analysis and the general linear

*models procedure from the Statistical Analysis System (SAS)
*

..which provides Type IV Sum of Squares,,a conservative estimate

of difference. The dependent variable for hypothesis 2 was

the credib.ility assigned to,a person of the opposite sex and

the independent variable was the sex of the respOndent. The

dependent variable for research question 1 was the credibility

score assigned to Men and wbmen and the Independent variaoLe

was the sex of the interviewer% The dependent variallle for

research-questions 3 and 5 was the c edibility assigned to

same sex or opposite sex persons.and 1-ie independent variable

was the sex of the respondent. Hypotheses 1, 3 through 6,

and research. questions 2 and 4 were examined with t-tests.

RESULTS

Hypothesis 1--1en will'be perceived to have-more credibility
. .

that women--was verified. Two hundred ,and thirteen subjects

selected men as higher in credibility than women, 85 selected

/women over men, and 7 subjects asserted that they could mot select



either men or women as more ,crediile which b.cdtunted for a sig:

nificant difference (t =.15:30,.298 d.f., p4:,;0001).

Hypothesis 2Men and wcmen will respond differently

eo the suest ion of having more credibility if they were of

the opposite sex--was verifiedx Th6 ,variable o sk!'c P rovidgd

a significant.difference (F(1,20) = 14.88; p4; ..0,001). In

general, men felt they would have less credibility if they
, .

were qf the opposite sex and-women felt they wouldhave more

-credibiliy.if they were of the opposite sex.

Research Question 1--Does tIle sex of che experimenter affec:

4

the selection of men or women as more crediblewas answered

affirmatively.- Subjec s who responded to female experimenters

selected males as mo e credibile at a'%ignificanilz:.higher:liel

than thby selected females s more credible (F(1, 293) =

p = .0429)..

Hypothesis.3Men will be perceived to be higher in com-

petence than will Womenwas verified. This significant finding

(t = 5.99, 304 d.f., p.G.001) demonstrates that men are 'viewed as

more competent than.are women.

Hypothesis 4Woman will be perceived to be higher in trust-.

worthiness than are men-'-was affirmed. Women were judged to

.be.significantly higher in trustworthine. than were men (t.=

5.28, 304-d.f.', p<1.001). I.

Hypothesis 5--Men will, be perceived to be higher in dynamism

than are.womenwas verified.. Men were judged to be significantly

higher in-dynamism Wan were women (t = 11.15, 303 d.f.,

20
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Hypothesis 6--Women will be perceived to be higher in

coorientation than will men--was affyrmed. Women were judgA

to be significantly higher in coorientation than were men

(t = 7.32, 302 d.f., p.c.001)!

Research Qudstion 2DO individuals perceive,tha't they

will have higher credibility with persons of the same &ex

or with persons of the opposite sex--was answered affirmatively.

One hundred and ninety four subjedts selected the same sex,

, 103 subjects selected the opposite sex, and-f subjects chose
6

neither the same nor the opposite sex which accounted for

a signifint diffure.nce (c = 297 d.C.,41)4.0001).

Research Question 3--Does the sex of the subject affect

the seledtion of the same sex'or the,oppositisex withf,(dhom

she or he ,Wótld-have, more credibility--was not answe ed in

the affirmat47(F(1,295) = 1.51; p = .2195).
,

Research.Question 4--Do indrviduals perceive thai others

will have more credibility with them if they are of the ame

sex thaall if,they are of the 5ppoSitesex--Was answered a firmatively.

two hundred.and two subjects'selected the same seX, 98 iu jects

selected the opposite sex, and 5 subjects chose neither th

same nor the oPposite sex which accounted for d significant

'sdifference (t =t61.32, 300 d.f., p<:_0001).
.

Research Question 5--Does the sex of the subject affect

he selection of a persion of the pame sex or the Opposite

'sdx who,will have more credibility with thet--was answered

,affirmatively (F(1,292)- = 6.97; p = .0087).,

9
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DISC0SSION:

The result's of this study suppott the view that both,

the gender of /the source and the similarity of gender between

the cource and the receiver affect the,receiver's perception
A /

of source credibility. AA appear to have more oveWl credibility

- than do women, women appear to recognize that they would have

more credibility if they were mell, and men appear to recognize

0\lat they would:have less credibility.if they were women.

Men are significantly higher than women on the dimen'sions

of credibility-that have been labeled compet nce nd dynamism.

Women, on thother hand, are viewed ag si ficantly higher

on the dimensioneof trustworthiness and toorientation. Indi-

-viduals perceive that they will have higher credibility with

others of the same sex than with otherg Of the opposite sex,

iegardless of their own gender. Individuals perceive that

others will have more credibiTIty with them if they afe of

the same sex than if they are of the\wposite sex; however,

a gender difference on this variable also exists which suggests

that men fint that others of\the same sex.are significantly

more credible. than do women find that others olethe same sex

arekcredible.

Previous equivocal findings in this area may-be due to

the treatment of source credibility as a unidimensional construct

or as the contamination of source credibility with other com-",

munication variables including message topic, context, or
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audiende expectation. A large number of studies on source

credibility have focused on the criteria of source cred4ility
. ,

and on determining the dimensions of theconstFuct. Additional

research'might be posed which utilizes the criteria or dimen-
.

sions that have been established to determine the functions

that,Credibility serves in the general process of communication.

Further conceptualization in this area may consider the impact
. e .

of source gender onfisuch,variables ascontext, attribution,
,

and receiver expectations in the communication process.

This study suggests some additiahal avenues for future

research. On the one hand, it appears that men and women

are perceived-to exist insuperior-subordinate roles with

regard to source credibility. The power relationship th44

exists between men and women in our culture affects the nature

of the perceptions of credIbility. Stereotyping may be operative

as individuals make as esSments of the credibility of persons

on the basis of known power situations. On the other other

hand, individuals aopear to rely on principles such as homophily,
, -

psychological propinquity, and similarity in drawing conslbsions

og their own credibility with others. Subcultural groups may

find that their credibility is enhanced when communicating with

members of their own subculture regardless of the dominant

power structure,in thd larger culture. At any rate, it does

not appear.that the overriding asymmetrical power relationship

which currently exists betwee4 Men and women is the only

influence in determining the sourlte credibility of individuals

in our cultnrc.
) J
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